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Renegade Lost: An Intergalactic Space Opera Adventure (Renegade Star Book 4)
A threat looms at the edge of the galaxy... Years have passed since the battle of Kublar, and Wraith is in deep cover for Legion Dark Ops, living a second life on the edge as an irreverent smuggler and bounty hunter under the alias of Captain Keel. As he fights off pirates and double-crossing rebels, Keel comes to realize that the old lines between right and wrong have blurred as
the Legion sinks further under the corrupting influence of the House of Reason and its points. When a lucrative night market contract is offered directly to Wraith to hunt down an enigmatic warlord, the former legionnaire winds up on a galactic-wide search that brings him face to face with the galaxy's most notorious bounty hunter, a living legend known as Tyrus Rechs. The
pair soon discover that the man they both hunt is more powerful than either imagined... and is poised to overthrow the Republic. With a cloud of darkness growing and a planet pitched in war, Wraith must choose whether his true allegiances lie with himself... or with his brothers still in the Legion. Military sci-fi meets space opera in this world-spanning adventure. Start reading
now to see how expansive Galaxy's Edge is with this brief interlude in the ongoing story of the legionnaires of Victory Company!
Abigail and Clementine were just a couple of orphans looking for a home.But when the two girls witness something terrible, they have no choice but to leave their orphanage and go into hiding. The only person willing to take them in is a man named Mulberry, but his home isn't the safest place for two innocent children.Abigail and Clementine quickly discover that their new
caretaker is the head of a guild of assassins, and the two are thrown into a whole new life, full of danger. To survive, they'll need to adapt, focus, and learn how to survive, all without losing who they are along the way.Discover a world of intrigue, death, and contract killers in this exciting new story from J.N. Chaney set in the Renegade Star universe. If you're a fan of Ender's
Game, Firefly, or Altered Carbon, you'll love this exciting new adventure.Warning: this book contains cussing, provocative situations, adult themes, and tense moments.
Who are the Celestials?Captain Jace Hughes is about to embark on a crusade against the greatest enemy any human has ever faced. The Celestials are unrivaled in their brutality, technology, and strength.But the former captain of the Renegade Star will not be swayed.With new allies, a joint armada, and a healthy dose of determination, Jace must launch a campaign of
exploration through the largest slip tunnel in the known galaxy.With no knowledge of what awaits him, he must rally his people and learn all that he can about this unknown enemy.But what terrible secrets await the crew on the other side, tucked quietly in the void so far from home?Experience the continuation of this sprawling galactic tale in the tenth entry in the Renegade
Star series.
Quick-thinking Leviathan pilot Zara Cole must stop a planet-eating monster or lose everyone she loves in the finale of this acclaimed trilogy from New York Times bestselling authors Rachel Caine and Ann Aguirre. Perfect for fans of Illuminae and The Fifth Wave. Space renegade Zara Cole may have finally met her match. Lifekiller—a creature that can devour entire planets—is
spreading terror throughout the universe, and it seems nothing can stand in the monstrous godking’s way. Zara’s street smarts may not be enough when their enemy could be anywhere, destroying civilizations and picking his teeth with the bones. With human enemies, alien creatures, and mechanical stalkers on her tail, it’s down to the wire for Zara to save the galaxy—and
the people she calls home—before the godking consumes them all.
Honor Lost
Renegade Empire
An Alien Abduction Romance
Renegade Dawn
Transient Echoes

An ancient threat returns to conquer humanity. They ruled the planet once and they will do it again. Humans can't fight this war--not without help. For years, Dr. Ethan Fawkes has been communicating with a mysterious scientist using an encoded signal, and together, they designed the first spaceship meant for war. But when the government orders Ethan to
dismantle it, his collaborator reveals a terrible secret. An army of powerful aliens is about to invade Earth, and humans must rush to prepare a defense or risk losing their freedom forever. Collaboration with an unlikely ally is humanity's only chance at survival. Fiona has no memories of her origins, but somehow, she shares half her DNA with the invaders. For this,
she lives a life of scorn and shame amongst humans. When the enemy arrives to enslave her village, will she help the humans who hate her or join the aliens who welcome her? The key to victory lies in the depths of her obscure past. Can she remember her true heritage before it's too late? The Lost Signal is the first book in the Slaves of Zisaida trilogy: a riveting SciFi saga about our galaxy's war for survival against an intergalactic threat. If you're a fan of Stargate, The Atlantis Gene, and Battlestar Galactica, get on this thrill ride. Come for the Space Force, stay for the aliens.
The truth about the gods will set you free.Jace Hughes and the people of Earth have joined with the Union and the Sarkonians to create the largest alliance in human history. They have amassed a wealth of weapons, shields, and the strongest military ever conceived. But it may not be enough.The Celestials have gone on the offensive, attacking Alliance colonies and
key points of interest throughout the galaxy, destroying valuable resources that humanity needs to fight back. And no one can stop them.Except that somewhere, buried in the distant stars of the galaxy, hope remains alive. On a ringworld known as Elysia, Jace and his crew search desperately for answers. It was here that the Celestials first discovered alien
technology and used it to transform themselves. If a weakness is to be found, then perhaps it exists somewhere in this lost, forgotten ring.But the enemy is already on their way... and time is running out.Experience this fourteenth entry in the bestselling Renegade Star series from USA Today bestselling author J.N. Chaney. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar
Galactica, and Indiana Jones, you'll love this scifi thrill ride.
The Celestial War has arrived.Captain Hughes and his team of rebels have created a shaky alliance with the same government that sought to end them, but even that might not be enough.In order to combat the Celestial threat, Jace will need to convince the Sarkonian Emperor to not only join his cause but lend him the resources he needs to overpower the
enemy.The battle for tomorrow will take more than any single empire can manage.Each side will have to learn to work together if they ever hope to overcome their shared enemy, but allies are not easily made from enemies, and not everyone will be as eager to stand side-by-side.With allies like the Union and the Sarkonians, who needs enemies?Experience the
continuation of this sprawling galactic tale in the eleventh entry in the Renegade Star series. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, or Indiana Jones, you'll love this space opera epic.
An alien awakens from a long sleep.An impossible prophecy that cannot be ignored.Dean and his friends are trapped on a world they can barely comprehend with enemies on all sides and a growing need to survive. There's more to this place than any of them could have dreamed.But what is the strange infection spreading across the forest, and where did it come
from? Who or what is the Great Dawn?The world is full of secrets, and Dean Slade is at the center of it all.Time to discover the truth.
Galactic Outlaws
Exodus Ark
Light From Uncommon Stars
Renegade Moon
The Last Reaper: An Intergalactic Space Opera Adventure

An ancient threat is rising. Jace Hughes has successfully crippled the Union, saving a small civilization in the process. With a new army at his side, he sets his sights on Earth, the lost homeworld of humanity, vowing to finish the job he set out to do.But there is something looming on the horizon. Another threat of unspeakable carnage, and it isn't the Union or the Sarkonians. It may
not even be human.Journey alongside Jace as he attempts to save his crew, his people, and himself from an enemy he cannot see. The mission is bleak, but the payoff is huge, and everyone wants him dead. In a galaxy full of violence, he'll be lucky to make it out alive.Just another day for a Renegade. Experience a sprawling galactic tale in this fourth entry to The Renegade Star series.
If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, or Leviathan Wakes, you'll love this epic, space opera thriller.
The first book in Iain M. Banks's seminal science fiction series, The Culture. Consider Phlebas introduces readers to the utopian conglomeration of human and alien races that explores the nature of war, morality, and the limitless bounds of mankind's imagination. The war raged across the galaxy. Billions had died, billions more were doomed. Moons, planets, the very stars
themselves, faced destruction, cold-blooded, brutal, and worse, random. The Idirans fought for their Faith; the Culture for its moral right to exist. Principles were at stake. There could be no surrender. Within the cosmic conflict, an individual crusade. Deep within a fabled labyrinth on a barren world, a Planet of the Dead proscribed to mortals, lay a fugitive Mind. Both the Culture
and the Idirans sought it. It was the fate of Horza, the Changer, and his motley crew of unpredictable mercenaries, human and machine, actually to find it, and with it their own destruction.
“McLeod’s deft and generous book tells of a constellation of avant-garde squatters, divas, and dissidents who reinvented the world.” —Jonathan Lethem, New York Times-bestselling author of Motherless Brooklyn The 1960s to early ’70s was a pivotal time for American culture, and New York City was ground zero for seismic shifts in music, theater, art, and filmmaking. The
Downtown Pop Underground takes a kaleidoscopic tour of Manhattan during this era and shows how deeply interconnected all the alternative worlds and personalities were that flourished in the basement theaters, dive bars, concert halls, and dingy tenements within one square mile of each other. Author Kembrew McLeod links the artists, writers, and performers who created
change, and while some of them didn’t become everyday names, others, like Patti Smith, Andy Warhol, and Debbie Harry, did become icons. Ambitious in scope and scale, the book is fueled by the actual voices of many of the key characters who broke down the entrenched divisions between high and low, gay and straight, and art and commerce—and changed the cultural landscape
of not just the city but the world. “The story of underground artists of the 1960s and ’70s, an amalgam of bustling radical creativity and fearless groundbreaking work in art, music, and theater.” —Tim Robbins “Breathes new fire into a familiar history and is a must-read for anyone who wants to know how American bohemia really happened.” —Ann Powers, critic, NPR Music
“Honors those who were at the forefront of a movement that transformed our understandings of sexuality and artistic freedom.” —Lily Tomlin
Award winning 'Where Angels Fear to Tread/Renegades' and its sequel 'Redemption' are now available together in one exciting volume! Along with a bonus preview of Book 3, 'Renaissance'! Renegades begins the story of Shiloh Rush, star of the sci-fi TV series Bulwark, who's leading a double life. Haunted by the mysterious disappearance of her beloved older brother, Shiloh hopes
to track him down by following in his footsteps as a secret agent for the Zygan Federation, an intergalactic empire hidden from Earth. During this quest, Shiloh and her British co-star William "Spud" Escott, also a Zygan agent, fly into space--for real--to stop terrorists and invaders who could destroy the Federation and kill millions throughout the universe. Sent back in time to
Earth's Ancient Middle East to save the life of young prophet Yeshua Bar Maryam and prevent Earth's destruction, Shiloh and Spud stumble on a diabolical conspiracy and barely escape with their lives. Their assignment sabotaged, Shiloh and Spud discover the villains' real mission, face powerful enemy fighters from warrior planets and traitors from their own ranks, and race
against time to save Earth. In Redemption, Shiloh, desperate to save her long-lost brother from the clutches of an intergalactic terrorist and his minions, enlists Spud to travel to a desolate dimension and mount a rescue, using the Golden Fleece she has borrowed from ancient prophet Yeshua Bar Maryam. On the trail, Shiloh and Spud risk their lives in the mysterious nebula, The
Plegma, and face menacing demons, vampires, guerrillas, and Valkyries as they storm the gates of Hades. Returning to Earth, they find that their actions have caused devastating changes in the path of Earth's history, and that the society and the loved ones they left behind no longer exist. Will they have to sacrifice their lives to save Earth's?
The Beautiful Struggle (Adapted for Young Adults)
The Zygan Emprise
The Downtown Pop Underground
Nameless: A Renegade Star Story
The Amber Project

Kent-9464 was made for war.But now, forsaken by those who created him, he has been relegated to head of security for a colony ship called Exodus Ark. It's a one way trip to a new planet far away from everything he's ever known, and the trip is said to take hundreds of years. The colony world is another Earth, a new beginning for mankind... and completely uninhabited. But when Kent is prematurely woken up from his stasis pod and told by the ship's AI that they are
under attack by an unknown alien threat, he must recall his years of training and once again become the man he used to be.The battle for mankind's future is upon us... and it rests in the hands of one forgotten soldier. From USA Today bestselling author J.N. Chaney comes a brand new military science fiction epic with a hardened soldier, artificial intelligence, monstrous aliens, and nonstop action. Exodus Ark is sure to satisfy fans of Mass Effect, Halo, Renegade Star, and
Starship Troopers.Book 1: Exodus Ark Book 2: Max Frontier (Coming Nov. 2020)Book 3: Lost Heritage (Coming Dec. 2020)Book 4: New Horizons (Coming Feb. 2021)Book 5: Dark Assault (Coming April 2021)Book 6: Kingdom Come (Coming June 2021)
"Jace Hughes is a renegade. That means taking jobs and not asking questions, no matter the situation. So long as he can keep his ship floating, Jace is free to live the life he wants. But that all changes when he meets Abigail Pryar, a simple nun looking for safe passage out of the system. Jace knows he shouldn't get involved, but when strange sounds start coming from inside the woman's cargo, he can't help but check it out."--Page [4] of cover.
A lost ship. An unknown civilization.The Renegade Star is stranded, its engines totally shot, surrounded by the unknown. Floating in the dead of space, they receive a strange transmission from a nearby planet, warning them to stay away or face the consequences.When the message mentions how this world belongs to Earth, the lost cradle of humanity, Captain Jace Hughes knows he has no choice but to investigate.Too bad this planet is a deathtrap. With an endless
snowstorm, bloodthirsty animals around every corner, and no sign of any colonies or people, the mission won't be an easy one.Good thing they sent in the Renegade.Experience a sprawling galactic tale in this fourth entry to The Renegade Star series. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, or Leviathan Wakes, you'll love this epic, space opera thriller.
It has been three years since the day of the Second Jolt. Thanks to the efforts of a select few, the world is finally moving on. As the Variant air begins to thin, humanity finds itself on the cusp of a new age of exploration…but at what cost? After closing the rift—the source of all Variant—the hybrid child known as Terry has been transported to a distant world, far away from the only home he’s ever known. Completely isolated, and haunted by voices from his past, he wanders
through the ruins of an ancient civilization long forgotten. Back on Earth, a young woman named Mei works tirelessly to uncover the secrets of the rift. Against orders, she searches for the truth, making an unprecedented gamble. Will her obsession bring the answers she so desperately seeks…or will it cause even more destruction?
Backblast Area Clear
A Dystopian Science Fiction Novel
A Big Ship at the Edge of the Universe
Renegade Fleet
Green Lantern 7

The search for Earth has begun.After barely escaping the Union's grasp, The Renegade Star is off to parts unknown. Every member of its crew is a wanted fugitive. None of them can ever return home.But all is not lost. Thanks to Lex, a strange girl with a remarkable gift, the path to Earth has been revealed.
According to ancient myth, Earth holds valuable treasures, lost technology, and endless secrets, ripe for the taking. Jace and his new friends have a chance to discover it all, but only if they can keep Lex out of the Union's grasp.Doing so won't be easy. With enemies on all sides, the deck is stacked against them,
but nothing in this universe comes easy when you're a Renegade.
A crew of outcasts tries to find a legendary ship before it falls into the hands of those who would use it as a weapon in this science fiction adventure series for fans of The Expanse and Firefly. A washed-up treasure hunter, a hotshot racer, and a deadly secret society. They're all on a race against time to hunt down
the greatest warship ever built. Some think the ship is lost forever, some think it's been destroyed, and some think it's only a legend, but one thing's for certain: whoever finds it will hold the fate of the universe in their hands. And treasure that valuable can never stay hidden for long.... Read the book that V. E.
Schwab called "A clever fusion of magic and sci-fi. I was hooked from page one."
Humanity's Exodus is about to begin.When half of mankind revolts and demands more opportunity, those at the top decide on a compromise: they will build the first colony ships and allow those who are willing to discover new worlds to leave and start over.Twelve ships are built, the first of which is called Orion.
Many are eager to go, but only one hundred thousand are chosen for each vessel. Far from Earth, a new life awaits, and it promises the prosperity they've always wanted.But still, resistance stirs, eager to sabotage this new expansion effort, threatening the promise of a new life. As Orion moves through the void of
space, towards a distant world, its passengers must fight for survival in an unprecedented conflict. Win or lose, their future will be forever changed.Experience a sprawling galactic tale in this first entry to The Orion Colony series. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, or Indiana Jones, you'll love this
epic, space opera adventure.
She doesn't need anyone. He's not going to let her go. Eris Vance, salvager and loner, is happy with her life in the remote fringes of the Empire with just her AI for company. An abandoned ship could be the find of a lifetime, but it's not nearly as empty as she thinks. The Daedelus is filled with secrets and the
results of genetic experiments to breed the perfect soldier... and now that she's awakened him, the mystery of it's destruction will hunt them both. Eris and the Wolf is the second science fiction romance novel in The Wolves of the Daedalus series. No cliffhangers, HEA guaranteed!
Sinestro's Law
Hope Everlasting
The Lost Signal
Orion Awakened
Black Star Renegades
Kane Epps divides his life into two distinct parts—before the alien invasion and after. Before the invasion, he had a pregnant wife and a high-powered job. After the invasion, he’s left with only himself and his hatred for all things alien. He channels his bitterness by captaining a vessel of renegade humans—space pirates who don’t think twice about taking what they need. Princess Sa’Mya is on the run. She and a few trusted advisers fled her home planet only to be captured
by the sexy, dangerous Captain Epps. He claims to hate aliens but can’t seem to resist touching her or kissing her…everywhere. As Kane introduces Sa’Mya to ever-increasing, unimaginable realms of pleasure, the princess becomes determined to earn his trust. She’s used to getting what she wants. And this time, what she wants is Kane Epps. Publisher’s Note: This story was previously published by Ellora’s Case under the title Dangerously Yours and has been revised for
re-publish by the Author. Reader Advisory: This space-opera romance contains some good old-fashioned voyeurism.
Washed-out pilot Hal Jordan is given a chance at redemption, but the helping hand is offered by arch-villain Sinestro, and the task asked of Hal is suicidal: he is to rescue the rogue Lantern's home planet from a murderous band assembled by Sinestro himself!
People are dying.Shortly after Captain Jace Hughes and his team recover hundreds of surviving Eternal refugees, disaster strikes. A recently unearthed fauna dome, one of many biological arks on Earth, is destroyed and several people are killed.All proof points to the Eternals.Meanwhile, shortly after the slip tunnel at the center of the planet is shut down for good, a strange distress signal is detected. It appears to be coming from somewhere on the planet, but the exact
coordinates are unknown.Two investigations are launched. One for the saboteur; the other for the source of the signal. With rising tensions between the colonists and the Eternals, Jace must do everything he can to prevent a bloody confrontation.Experience a sprawling galactic tale in this eighth entry to The Renegade Star series. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, or Indiana Jones, you'll love this epic, space opera adventure.
Welcome to the Old World.Captain Jace Hughes and his crew have finally reached their destination: Earth, the mythical lost homeworld of Humanity. It was said to harbor great wonders, fertile land, and beauty beyond comparison, but the reality is far, far stranger than any story. The Earth isn't what they thought, and it must be rebuilt. Using the newly acquired Galactic Dawn as a refitted transport vessel, Jace hopes to bring help from displaced worlds whose inhabitants
can no longer sustain themselves. He's going to need all the help he can get to jumpstart this new colony. That means farmers, workers, soldiers, and, perhaps most importantly, families, all of them working together to build a home they can call their own.But the Earth harbors many dangerous secrets, each one more deadly than the last.Secrets that could mean the end of everything Jace and his friends have worked so hard to achieve. The time for exploration and discovery
has begun. Try not to get yourself killed.Experience a sprawling galactic tale in this seventh entry to The Renegade Star series. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, or Indiana Jones, you'll love this epic, space opera adventure.
Eris and the Wolf
New York City and the Literary Punks, Renegade Artists, DIY Filmmakers, Mad Playwrights, and Rock 'N' Roll Glitter Queens Who Revolutionized Culture
Renegade Descent
Dangerously Yours

In the tradition of Star Wars, a galaxy-hopping space adventure about a galactic kingdom bent on control and the young misfit who must find the power within before it’s too late. Cade Sura holds the future of the galaxy in his hands: the ultimate weapon that will bring total peace. He didn’t ask for it, he doesn’t want it, and there’s no worse choice to wield it in all of space, but if he
doesn’t, everyone’s totally screwed. The evil Praxis kingdom is on the cusp of having every star system under its control, and if that happens, there’ll be no contesting their cruel reign. Especially if its fanatical overlord, Ga Halle, manages to capture Cade and snag the all-powerful weapon for herself. Cade can’t hide from Praxis, and he can’t run from the destiny that’s been shoved into
his hands. So he only has one option: He has to fight. Cade’s not going to let destiny send him on a suicide run, though. With some help from his friends—rebels and scoundrels alike—Cade’s going to use this weapon to chart a new destiny for the galaxy, and for himself. He just has to do so before everyone around him discovers that he’s a complete and total fraud. Blending the space
operatics of Star Wars and the swagger of Guardians of the Galaxy, Black Star Renegades is a galaxy-hopping adventure that blasts its way from seedy spacer bars to sacred temples guarded by deadly creatures—all with a cast of misfit characters who have nowhere to go and nothing to lose.
When a high value scientist is taken hostage inside the galaxy's most dangerous prison, Halek Cain is the only man for the job.The last remaining survivor of the Reaper program, Hal is an unstoppable force of fuel and madness. A veteran amputee-turned-cyborg, he has a history of violence and a talent for killing that is unmatched by any soldier. With the promise of freedom as his only
incentive, he'll stop at nothing to earn back his life from the people who made him, imprisoned him, and were to afraid to let him die.Experience this exciting beginning to a brand new series set in the Renegade Star universe. If you're a fan of Escape from New York, Renegade Star, or Deus Ex, you'll love this epic, scifi thriller.
In 2157, a mysterious gas known as Variant spreads across the globe, killing or mutating most organic life. The surviving humans take refuge in an underground city, determined to return home. But after generations of failures and botched attempts, hope is beginning to dwindle. That is, until a young scientist makes a unique discovery—and everything changes. Suddenly, there’s reason
to hope again, and it rests within a group of genetically engineered children that are both human and Variant. Terry is one of these children, modified and trained to endure the harsh conditions of a planet he cannot begin to understand. After years of preparation, Terry thinks he knows what to expect. But the reality is far stranger than anything he can imagine—and what he will become
is far more dangerous.
Good Omens meets The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet in Ryka Aoki's Light From Uncommon Stars, a defiantly joyful adventure set in California's San Gabriel Valley, with cursed violins, Faustian bargains, and queer alien courtship over fresh-made donuts. Hugo Award Finalist A National Bestseller Indie Next Pick New York Public Library Top 10 Book of 2021 A Kirkus Best Book of 2021
A Barnes & Noble Best Science Fiction Book of 2021 2022 Alex Award Winner 2022 Stonewall Book Award Winner Shizuka Satomi made a deal with the devil: to escape damnation, she must entice seven other violin prodigies to trade their souls for success. She has already delivered six. When Katrina Nguyen, a young transgender runaway, catches Shizuka's ear with her wild talent,
Shizuka can almost feel the curse lifting. She's found her final candidate. But in a donut shop off a bustling highway in the San Gabriel Valley, Shizuka meets Lan Tran, retired starship captain, interstellar refugee, and mother of four. Shizuka doesn't have time for crushes or coffee dates, what with her very soul on the line, but Lan's kind smile and eyes like stars might just redefine a
soul's worth. And maybe something as small as a warm donut is powerful enough to break a curse as vast as the California coastline. As the lives of these three women become entangled by chance and fate, a story of magic, identity, curses, and hope begins, and a family worth crossing the universe for is found. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Renegade Paladins/Abyssal Redemption
Renegade Evolution
An Intergalactic Space Opera Adventure
Orion Colony
Renegade Star

Renegade LostAn Intergalactic Space Opera Adventure
In all of his travels Captain Jean-Luc Picard has never faced an opponent more powerful than Q, a being from another continuum that Picard encountered on his very first mission as Captain of the Starship EnterpriseTM. In the years since, Q has returned again and again to
harass Picard and his crew. Sometimes dangerous, sometimes merely obnoxious, Q has always been mysterious and seemingly all-powerful. But this time, when Q appears, he comes to Picard for help. Apparently another member of the Q continuum has tapped into an awesome power
source that makes this being more powerful than the combined might of the entire Q continuum. This renegade Q is named Trelane, also known as the Squire of Gothos, who Captain Kirk and his crew first encountered over one hundred years ago. Q explains that, armed with this
incredible power, Trelane has become unspeakably dangerous. Now Picard must get involved in an awesome struggle between super beings. And this time the stakes are not just Picard's ship, or the galaxy, or even the universe, this time the stakes are all of creation.
He's awkward. He's adorable. He's alien as hell. Zylar of Kith B'alak is a four-time loser in the annual Choosing. If he fails to find a nest guardian this time, he'll lose his chance to have a mate for all time. Desperation drives him to try a matching service but due to
a freak solar flare and a severely malfunctioning ship AI, things go way off course. This 'human being' is not the Tiralan match he was looking for.She's frazzled. She's fierce. She's from St. Louis.Beryl Bowman's mother always said she'd never get married. She should
have added a rider about the husband being human. Who would have ever thought that working at the Sunshine Angel daycare center would offer such interstellar prestige? She doesn't know what the hell's going on, but a new life awaits on Barath Colony, where she can have
any alien bachelor she wants. They agree to join the Choosing together, but love is about to get seriously strange.
Hal Jordan is about to go from the head of the Green Lantern Corps to an army of one. Jordan's long, illustrious-and tumultuous-tenure with the Corps takes several hairpin turns. At lightspeed. Toward a black hole. In a blender! For starters, the Green Lantern Corps has
disappeared, and now Sinestro's own Corps enforces his uniquely brutal brand of law and order in the universe. As a result, Jordan has no ring to sling, or Sector 2814 (a.k.a. Earth) to protect. (So more of the usual for Hal!) Green Lantern veteran Robert Venditti teams
up with Rafa Sandoval and Ethan Van Sciver to pilot HAL JORDAN & THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS VOL. 1! Collects HAL JORDAN & THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS #1-6 and HAL JORDAN & THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS- REBIRTH #1. Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look
towards the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in
the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy continues.
Mission to the Stars
Renegade Atlas
Renegade Children
Consider Phlebas
A Sci-Fi Alien Mated Romance
Featuring Nebula Award Nominee Finalist Richard Fox, as well as other well know authors such as MD Cooper, C.J. Carella, and Josh Hayes. Let the explosions begin! Humans have spread to the stars, taking their warlike nature with them. This anthology contains eleven incredible tales. Heroic warriors wage intergalactic war against their unrelenting foe. Watch these
men and women display wanton courage under fire, despite the odds! Follow them on their quest for galactic supremacy. Do your part to conquer the galaxy! Buy a copy of Backblast Area Clear today. Stories: Richard Fox - Going Dark which has been nominated for the Nebula Award MD Cooper - Rika Crucible C.J. Carella - Bushido Jackson and the Kaiji Menance Josh
Hayes - A Prelude to Valor Tim C Taylor - The Hero of Azoth Zol J.R Handley & Chris Winder - God Save the Queen Scott Moon - Ash Roland Logan Scott - Complacency's Grave JR Castle - Beginning of Chaos Navin Weeraratne - The Battle Purple Rick Partlow - The Great Wide Open
Sit in prison or join the military. The choice is yours. Convicted of a minor traffic violation, Rev Pelletier is conscripted into the Perseus Union Marine Corps . . . for up to a thirty-year term of service. Anxious to get back to his civilian life and job, Rev opts for a shorter term as a Marine Raider taking the fight to the enemy. But with extremely high mortality rates, can he
and his friends survive until their term of service is over? Download Sentenced to War now to follow Rev through perilous battles as he fights to hold back the alien invasion. If you're a fan of Old Man's War, Starship Troopers, or Armor, you'll love this military scifi thrill ride.
A Renegade never surrenders. After evading both the Union and the Sarkonian Empire, Jace and the crew are off in search of Earth. With the help of Titan, their new base of operations, Jace believes they might just have a chance. That is, if they can outrun the two armies at their backs, and somehow manage to survive a galaxy that wants them dead. Not exactly a walk
in the park. But no one ever said being a Renegade was easy. Experience a sprawling galactic tale in this third entry to The Renegade Star series. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, or Leviathan Wakes, you'll love this epic, space opera thriller.
"A memoir from Ta-Nehisi Coates, in which he details the challenges on the streets and within one's family, especially the eternal struggle for peace between a father and son and the important role family plays in such circumstances"-Star Trek: Q Squared
Renegade Alliance
Renegade
Strange Love
Alien Racer

Terry is on the run, having escaped from prison and killed its overseer. He and his friend Ludo need to find a way to get to the northern border. That's where Ludo's wife is being held, but time is of the essence. If they don't hurry, she'll be sacrificed to the gods as part of some barbaric ceremony. With an army at their heels and a continent to cross, Terry and Ludo
will need all the help they can get. Meanwhile, Mei Curie has opened a portal to another world...and it isn't what she expected. There are worms the size of cars, animals with bulletproof hides, and an advanced alien race unlike anything mankind has ever witnessed. Not to worry, though. Johnathan Finn has just the ticket: a rifle stocked with bullets, ready to deal
with whatever threats come knocking. Along with his team of soldiers, John is here for a single purpose-to find his missing friend and bring him home-but in a world as strange as this one, a simple search and rescue mission could prove deadly.
An ancient world holds many secrets.With the Celestial ship Tartarus now under his command, the former Renegade known as Jace Hughes heads toward a lost colony in search of answers.What he finds may change the war forever.Meanwhile, the Celestials are drawing closer to locating Earth with every passing day. With an invasion looming, the Alliance has
little time to prepare its forces.The Union, Sarkonians, and Earth must unite together or die alone.Experience this thirteenth entry in the bestselling Renegade Star series from USA Today bestselling author J.N. Chaney. If you're a fan of Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, and Indiana Jones, you'll love this scifi thrill ride.
When the Warlords of Nibblecheese kidnap a group of second graders and their teacher, Commander Zack and Omega Chimp must rescue the class before their captors can carry out their plan to destroy the earth and eat the moon.
Renegade Lost
Sentenced to War
Anthology Vol. 1
The Adventures of Commander Zack Proton and the Warlords of Nibblecheese
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